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Abstract: The problem of scheduling identical machines has been discussed in various approaches, but
struggles with choosing an exact sequence of scheduling and makespan time. Given N jobs to be scheduled
on M  machines  which  considers  various  attributes  like  makespan,  resource  utilization  and  many  more.
To overcome the problem of makespan time, we propose a multi model divisive algorithm, which schedules the
machines by divide them in D sets in different ways. The proposed approach divides the job set and machine
set into D numbers in three ways and schedule them in two ways to generate the sequence of machines to
schedule them. The machines are divided into D sets and the size of D is decided based on the size of machine
set. Similarly the job set is divided according to the size of D and the jobs are arranged in ascending,
descending and without rearranging before divide them. Also the assignment of jobs to the machines are
performed in the same manner. All these stages produce various sequences of machines and for generated set
of sequence,  we compute the makespan and resource utilization factors to compute  the  scheduling  weight
of  the  sequence.  Based  on  the  scheduling weight, a top sequence will be selected as resulting sequence.
The proposed approach reduces the time complexity, makespan time and increases the resource utilization.
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INTRODUCTION There are various scheduling approaches available in

The problem of multitasking has been applied to longest job first, First in First out manner and random walk
many problems and scheduling identical machines is a big method. Whatever the approach it may be, the efficiency
issue, where the collection of jobs which has more of the job scheduling is highly depending on the
importance should be scheduled over an available makespan time. The makespan time represents the overall
identical machine. For example, there exist an N number of time complexity of all the processes.
jobs with different completion time and there are only The identical machines  are  one  which  represents
limited machines available to perform the jobs, we have to the similar resources where any job can be scheduled in
identify the sequence of jobs how the processes or jobs any machine and there is no constraint of anything
has to be scheduled. The problem here is,  we have to present.
consider many issues at this point like time complexity Divisive scheduling is a popular approach where the
and makes span time. The time complexity is the time available resource will be split into divisions and
factor T, which is required to select a sequence of jobs or scheduled based on them. For example, if there exist N
scheduling the jobs. The makes span time is the overall jobs then it will be divided into 2 where each has N/2 jobs.
completion time of all jobs which must be minimized. So Each N/2 job will be scheduled in M/2 machines based on
that, the scheduling approach has to be efficient while any attribute like processing time. The same can be
considering multi attribute scheduling in identical adapted for scheduling identical machines.
machines.

Scheduling is the process of assigning task or Related Works: There are many approaches has been
resource to perform and complete a task, where there exist discussed in literature and we discuss a few of them here
an M number of machines to perform an N number of jobs. around the problem.

general, which performs based on shortest job first,
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Semi-online scheduling problems on m parallel represented by a rectangular block with the size of pj × qj
identical machines [1], investigates the semi-online in a geometrical interpretation), and a weight wj. There is
scheduling problems on m parallel identical machines with a choice for each job, whether the aligned machines serve
non-simultaneous machine available times. The objective it or not. If the aligned machines choose (i.e., serve) a job
is to maximize the minimum machine completion time. For Jj, they gain the weight wj as their profit. They propose a
the semi-online version with jobs arrived in non- polynomial time heuristic algorithm based on a
increasing processing time order, LS is showed an optimal transformation into the minimum cost flow problem, and
algorithm for three and four machines cases and the lower prove that the approximation ratio.
bound 10/7 is presented when m is greater than or equal Scheduling on identical machines with batch arrivals
to five. in the semiconductor testing house [5], addresses an

Job batching and scheduling for parallel, non- identical parallel machine problem with batch arrivals to
identical machines via MILP and Petri nets [2], presents minimize the total completion time. Since the problem is
two modeling approaches for batching and scheduling NP-hard, a heuristic based on the binary integer program
jobs in parallel non-identical machines. For scheduling of is proposed [6, 7].
jobs the due dates as a hard restriction and machine Efficient wafer sorting scheduling using a hybrid
dependent processing times are considered. Between artificial immune system [8], has been presented to solve
each of the jobs a setup may be necessary or not, scheduling problems in wafer sorting. This approach has
depending on the predecessor. The setup of the machines been proposed to reduce the time required for setup and
is done by a single worker who needs to be scheduled as to reduce the number of testers used. Scheduling Wafer
well, since only he can serve one machine at a time. The Lots of Diffusion Machines in a Semiconductor Wafer
objective is to maximize the overall workload of the Fabrication Facility [9], has been designed towards
machines meeting the constraint of the due dates. While workstation scheduling of wafer industries where multiple
the first approach uses mixed integer linear programming machines are present, which are identical in nature and
to calculate an optimal schedule, the second one uses a capable of processing a bounded number of lots at a time
simulation, based on colored Petri nets. Both methods are window. Also, this approach has presented a few
tested and evaluated using illustrative simulation methods to reduce th tardiness and evaluated the
examples. performance with various test beds.

Scheduling, job families of non-identical parallel A Branch and Bound Algorithm to Minimize Make
machines with time constraints [3], studies the scheduling span on Identical Parallel Machines with Consumable
of lots (jobs) of different product types (job families) on Resources [10], study a scheduling problem of minimizing
parallel machines, where not all machines are able (i.e. are the make span on identical parallel machines with
qualified) to process all job families (non-identical consumable resources in  a  node  of  a  supply  chain.
machines). A special time constraint, associated with each The goal is to provide a first exact approach to this
job family, should be satisfied for a machine to remain problem through the use of Branch and Bound method.
qualified for processing a job family. This constraint We propose two new heuristics and apply other with a
imposes that there must be at most a given time interval series of lower bounds that are incorporated into our
(threshold) between processing two jobs of the same job algorithm. We tested a large number of randomly
family, on a qualified machine. A machine is considered to generated instances that allow us to compare the
be qualified to process a certain job if and only if, at a computation time and quality of lower bounds and
given time instant t, the time threshold corresponding to heuristics.
the job family of the job is not violated. To solve this In [11], the author investigates the problem of
problem, a Time Indexed Mixed Integer Linear scheduling in parallel identical machines where each has
Programming (MILP) model was proposed and solved in different service grades. There are two different versions
a previous paper. of semiconductor has been considered with proactive

Heuristics for scheduling problems on identical information about instances.
machines like storage allocation [4], consider a All the above discussed approaches have the
combinatorial optimization problem of scheduling n jobs problem of scheduling identical machines with more time
of block type on linearly aligned m identical machines. complexity and makespan time. To overcome all these
Each job Jj is characterized by four integers, an arrival time issues, we propose a multi model multi attribute divisive
aj,  a processing time pj, the number qj of consecutive algorithm for makespan minimization time in scheduling
machines required by the job (hence, each job Jj can be identical machines.
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Fig. 1: Proposed System Architecture

Proposed Method: The proposed method various phases, namely Divisive Sequence Generation where set of sequences
are identified and Multi-Attribute Scheduling performs the scheduling of machines.

Divisive Sequence Generation: This operation generate set of sequence of operations according to given job set and
machines. For given Machines M with N number of Jobs,  we generate set of sequences as follows: First we compute
the Divisive factor D using the number of machines M and number of process P. According to computed divisive factor,
the jobs set and machine set are split into D groups. From the groups, with the number of machines m, a set of
subsequence is produced upto all jobs in the division D  gets visited. Among them selection of job is performed basedi

on three factors like sequence, least first and large first. At each iteration once a single job finished allocated job then
the same operation for the rest unvisited jobs are performed in the same way. This makes the dynamic assignment and
selection of machines for the jobs. Finally, we get a set of sequence of operations using which scheduling is performed.
Algorithm:
Input: Jobset J, Machines Set M, Time set T.
Output: Sequence set SS.
Step1: Compute Number of machines M, Number of jobs J
Step2: Compute divisive factor D = 

Step3: for each model mod
Arrange job set J = 

F(x) is the function of sorting order.
Split job set J according to D to produce Js  = 

Split Machine set according to D to produce Ms = 

For each division D  of Di

For each machine M  from Msi

Assign job to M based on selection function f(x).i

M  = i

Add job to sequence Si = 
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End
SS = Ss +SSi i.

End
Step4: stop;.

Scheduling Weight Computation: The weightage of each scheduling sequence will be computed based on generated
sequence set SS. For each sequence S  from Ss,  we compute the scheduling weight as follows: First we compute thei

makespan time for each sequence based on the processing time T of each job J and we compute the resource utilization
based on the makespan time of sequence. The compute utilization value and makespan time are used to compute the
scheduling weight of the sequence[12-15].

Algorithm:
Input: Sequence Set SS, Job Set J, Time set T, Machine set M.
Output: Sequence Os.
Step1: for each sequence S  from SSi

Compute Makespan Mk = 

Compute Resource Utilization RU = 

End
Step2: for each sequence S  from SSi

Compute scheduling weight sw = Mk×RU
SWs = ?Swi+sw

End.
Step3: choose most weighted sequence Os = Max(Sw)×SS.
Step4: Stop.

Multi Attribute Scheduling: This stage performs the
cooperative process of scheduling the jobs in identical
machines. The pre-computed scheduling weight is used
to choose the final sequence of operations to be
performed in the machines. We choose the most weighted
job from the computed weights and job sequence set. The
selected sequence will be used to schedule the jobs. From
the computed weights and the set of makespan time, a
least makespan sequence with more weight will be
selected for submission.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The proposed approach has been implemented and
validated with various sets of jobs and machines and
varying time set of jobs. The proposed method has
produced efficient results in all the attributes we consider
in this paper. The proposed method reduces the
makespan time and reduces the overall time complexity
also improves the resource utilization.

The Table 1, shows the details of jobs and machines
provided for scheduling. There exists 7 jobs and 3
machines in the job set,  which has to be scheduled with
minimum makes span time.

Table 1: Details of Job set.
Job Number Processing Time
1 7
2 5
3 3
4 2
5 4
6 4
7 3

Table 2: Shows the divisive algorithm result with no ordering
M1 M2 M3
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Table 3: Shows the result after first iteration
M1 M2 M3
2 3 6 7

The Table 2, shows the set of divisions created and
the job 1 is allocated with M1, M2-4,M3-5

From Table 3, the process id 1 has been processed
and the job 2 is allocated with the machine M1 and the
process  6  is  allocated  to  M2,  M3 is allocated to
process 7.

The Table 4 shows the sequence of jobs assigned
final iteration. Here the jobs allocated are M1-3.
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Fig. 2: Scheduling performance comparisons.

Fig. 3: shows the time complexity of different methods.

Fig. 4: shows the problem support metric. final iteration. Here the jobs allocated are M1-3.

Table 4: Shows the result after first iteration
M1 M2 M3
3

Table 5:Shows the divisive algorithm result with descending ordering
M1 M2 M3 makespan time, resource utilization and scheduling
1 2 5 6 3 7 4

Table 6: Shows the result after first iteration
M1 M2 M3
2 3 7 4

Table 7: Shows the result after first iteration
M1 M2 M3
3

Now the sequence produced is 1-4-5-2-6-7-3 and the
makespan time is 28 seconds.

For a ordered sequence of job set,  the sequence
produced is as follows:

The Table  5,   shows   the    set    of   divisions
created  and  the  job  1  is  allocated  with  M1-1, M2-
6,M3-7.

From Table 6, the process id 1 has been processed
and the job 2 is allocated with the machine M1 and the
process  7  is  allocated  to  M2, M3 is allocated to process
4.

The Table 7 shows the sequence of jobs assigned

The table 5,6,7 shows the scheduling of jobs without
prioritizing the jobs in selection based on time as short
and they are choosed in sequence manner.

This shows that there are number of sequences could
be produced and for each of them, we can compute the

weight.
Figure 2 shows the scheduling performance of

different methods that the benchmark method Genetic
algorithm based scheduling. It shows that the proposed
method is more efficient than the GA based method even
in large sets of jobs. 

The Figure 3 shows the time taken to scheduling set
of jobs by different methods. It shows clearly that the
proposed method takes comparatively less time than the
GA based method.

The Figure 4 shows the adaptability of the method for
large scale problem. The baseline method, LPT, GA-Based
methods can be adapted for small and large scale problem
up to certain limit only. When it exceeds more than 100
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jobs the scheduling efficiency and performance will be 5. Chung, T.P., 2008.Scheduling on identical machines
reduced. But in case our proposed method, it produces with batch arrivals in semiconductor testing
effective scheduling. house,IEEE international conference on Industrial

Also the baseline method and GA-Based methods are Engineering and Engineering Management, IEEM,
designed to schedule jobs where the number of jobs and pp: 340-344.
machines should be in a bounded range, whereas the 6. Haina Sun, 2010. Semi-online Multiprocessor
proposed iterative divisive method has a dynamic nature Scheduling with Nonsimultaneous Machine
in the number of jobs and machines with multi object Available Times, IEEE conference on Information and
optimization. Computing ICIC, 3: 115-118.

CONCLUSION scheduling stochastic jobs on identical parallel

We proposed a naval multi model divisive algorithm Inspired Computing: Theories and Applications (BIC-
for scheduling identical machines, where the job set and TA), pp: 1287-1290.
machine set with time values of each process is used to 8. Ying, K.C. and S.W. Lin, 2013. Efficient wafer sorting
generate efficient scheduling. In this approach, the job set scheduling using a hybrid artificial immune system,
and machine set are divided into many divisions Journal of the Operational Research Society.
according to the values of a number of machines and jobs. 9. Yeong-Dae Kim, 2010. Scheduling Wafer Lots on
Based on computed division factor, we generate various Diffusion Machines in a semiconductor Wafer
divisions according to the mode of scheduling like Fabrication Facility, IEEE Transaction on
sequence, ascending and descending order before Semiconductor Manufacturing, 23(2): 246-264.
generating the division before scheduling. Also it 10. Anta  Antonio   Fernandez    and   Chryssis
performs selection of process based on the same Georgiou, 2013. Online Parallel Scheduling of Non-
sequence as like division generation. Then a scheduling uniform Tasks: Trading Failures for Energy,
weight is computed based on the makespan time and Distributed, Parallel and Cluster computing, springer,
resource utilization of each machines. Finally, based on 8070: 145-158.
makespan of each sequence and resource utilization a 11. Wierman, A., L.L.H. Andrew and Ao Tang, 2009.
single sequence is selected as a result. The proposed Power-aware speed scaling in processor sharing
approach has produced efficient results in all factors of systems, In Proceedings of IEEE  INFOCOM  2009,
scheduling identical machines with less makespan time pp: 2007-2015.
and overall scheduling complexity. 12. Belkaid Faycal, 2012. A Branch and Bound Algorithm
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